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Have you ever wondered what's really possible for you? Have you ever thought "is this really it?", or 
"there has got to be more to life, something is missing"? It’s divine timing that you have landed here. 
Your inner guidance system is calling out for you to step into who you are meant to be! You know that 
you want more from life and that you are made for more.

“What would you ask for if you knew the answer would be YES?” – Reese Evans  
 - On Purpose, With Purpose is a 3 month 1:1 coaching programme specifically designed to 
help you create the fulfilling and purposeful life that you really desire. It’s about getting really clear on 
what you want, what you feel like you’re here to do, AND… wait for it… be successful! It’s about taking 
the guesswork out and connecting back to your unique gifts, your purpose, your desires and who the 
fuck you really are, so that you can live life on YOUR terms. You will be supported in uncovering and 
taking ownership of what you truly long for, what you crave and how you want to live.

Does any of this sound familiar? 
• You are feeling unfulfilled with your current reality. 
• You’ve followed the rules and expectations, but you often dream and imagine what it would be like to do the 

things you really want to do, but just have no clue where to start or if its even possible for you. Your friends 
just don’t get it, I mean you should be happy right? But your not.  

• You’ve reached a crossroads in life , are feeling lost but are ready for change. 
• You keep going around in circles wanting to take a leap into something new but talk your self out of it being 

possible for you . 
• You find yourself suppressing your voice or expressing yourself.. never really feeling confident to speak 

up about how you really feel and what you really want. 
• You feel ready to take the leap and step fully into your purpose... but you’re confused about where to begin, 

or what to focus on. Your lacking clarity and feeling lost. 
• You have this inner knowing that you are made for more, that you have unique experiences, skills and 

gifts that you want to share with the world but you just don’t know how to, or if your even good enough.
• You’ve read a stack of self development books, tried to manifest ALL the things or even spent hours on  

YouTube binging on how to create your dream life but you’re overwhelmed and not really taking action.
•  You want to quit your mundane 9-5 job and experience a career or create a business that lights you the 

fuck up.
• You know that you want to contribute in someway towards to greater good of people and the planet but not 

convinced you can be successful or earn a living from it - If so, then you are in the right place!



Meet  Your Guide 
I'm a Coach, Healer, Yoga Teacher and the founder of The Wholistic 
Way. I help people that know they want more from life gain clarity 
and direction and undergo the healing needed so that they can live a 
life they truly desire whilst being of deeper contribution to others and  
the planet. 
I created On Purpose, With Purpose with the intention of empowering 
and helping ethical, purpose driven people build the lives that they 
really want. It is my mission to help people awaken to and step into their 

unique greatness so that they can share it with the world and live a life of success, freedom,  
and fulfilment.  
Because I was just like you 8 years ago. 
I spent so much of my life following expectations, suppressing my needs and following the status quo 
but I knew deep down I was made for more, that I wanted more than what felt like ground hog day.  
You know the deal. Wake up, get ready for work, graft for 9 hours, submit a request to have a day off, 
barely have enough time to make dinner…let alone do something that your soul enjoys in the evenings. 
All for something that you don’t really care about. This inevitably resulted in me feeling lost, frustrated, 
confused and unfulfilled. I experienced injuries and health issues because of my job. I was reading all 
the self help and personal development books but nothing was changing. I was suppressing my voice 
and my desires.
Eventually I had enough. I remember thinking ,’surely this can't be it’ and decided to use all the money I 
had saved (which I was almost forced into a mortgage with!), to book a flight and move to Australia, the 
initial stop of a nomadic love affair. I trusted my intuition and took control of my reality. I commited to 
being my authentic self + chose to go all in on my dreams, despite the fear! 
I chose to reclaim my who I really am and follow those nudges from the universe and explore my 
curiosity. I was able to build deep connection with my self and with others, forming meaningful 
relationships and the confidence to show up as my and really express myself and my needs. I was able 
to start my own yoga and coaching business, and work from anywhere in the world. The freedom that 
I used to fantasise about is now a reality.. and I know that I am helping people whilst following my own 
dreams. 
I now live life on my terms, in alignment with my purpose, and I help ambitious beings like you do the 
same. 
I learned with the right tools, guidance and support… ANYTHING is possible.
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Everything Can Change in 90 Days: 
Imagine... You are crystal clear on what you want, have direction and know how to confidently make it 
happen. 
• You are actively creating your new reality. Calling in and living a life of freedom, fulfilment and 

purpose. 
•  You know exactly what your unique gifts are and how you can use them to contribute to the world. 
•  You BELIEVE in yourself, your goals, and your future, in ways you never thought possible before. 
• You area stepping into your truth, confidently sharing your voice and have a toolkit to move through 

fear or self doubt if it shows up.
•  You have the tools and confidence to start that business, write that book, do the podcast or start 

the project you’ve always dreamed of. You are creating an income whilst helping others. 
•  You are finally acting on those passions and ideas that you have been suppressing, but that keep 

popping up in your journal. 
•  You are living in alignment with who the fuck you really are, your authentic self! - not your 

conditioning or what’s expected of you. 
•  You are creating the lifestyle that YOU want and defining your version of success.Whether that’s 

waking up without an alarm,  going all in on your dream job, taking the leap and travelling, working 
from a laptop in Bali, being paid and receive abundance from sharing your gifts,  spending more 
time with loved ones or starting your own business... YOU get to choose. 

A life of freedom, fulfilment and purpose is waiting for you to say YES! 
If you are ready to take ownership of how you are living then this is for you. 
I’m not selling you a dream, I’m simply reminding you of what yours is and showing you how you can 
create it! 

WHAT’S INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAMME:
3 months of 1:1 guidance, support and mentorship from yours truly

3 zoom calls a month 
Daily messenger support mon-friday

Supportive materials 

Your next steps to live On Purpose, With Purpose:  
CLICK HERE 

to apply and schedule a FREE connection call


